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We are unaware of the types of natural stones and end-up choosing the inappropriate material for
our rooms. Our basic concept is to make the room warm spacious everlasting and above all
beautiful. Then we need to choose the right material based upon space selected for installation.

Patios, Driveways, Roofs and exterior walls: The entry of home starts from exteriors. This spaceâ€™s
appearance should blend with earthy colored surroundings. Then it is best to use the material which
goes well with surroundings, is long lasting, non-slippery by properties and doesnâ€™t weather under
contrasting climatic conditions. The most ideal is sandstone. Available in different colors, it can be
used as tiles, as mosaic patterns, medallions, ledge stones and veneer on walls and as roofing tiles.
Slate roofing tiles are also used to strengthen and make the roof look awesome.

Living rooms: One of the most significant places of a home and can be done in granite tiles or
marble tiles. Tumbled Travertine can be installed for rustic look and marble is good for sophisticate
mesmerizing living room. Some prefer glossy or matte-finished slate to create extraordinary flooring
effects. Wall cladding to make feature walls is done with marble or slate or granite ledge stone
available in different colors. Choose your color.

Kitchens: Most of the time at home is assigned to cooking or eating. Kitchen is the place where we
tend to spend most time. Granite Countertop is excellent while marble tops are also available at
budgeted price. Tumbled kitchen Backsplash is excellent in granite or slate as per choice and
budget.

Bedroom: A beautiful wall in granite veneer in Versailles will look most beautiful and immensely
attractive. Golden, cream, beige, white or Grey colored tiles on walls and floors go well with decor.
Flooring can be done in marble with sleek borders to create a contemporary look with natural stone.
Natural stone suppliers have abundance of natural stone in different forms and styles. Showers and
Baths: Tumbled finished tiles are better for baths. Polished tiles are a big no-no as these are
slippery. Granite tiled bathrooms are extremely magnificent and the aura is increased manifold
granite tile wall-cladding.

There are online natural stone suppliers who take care of customer needs. They display all kinds of
natural stones in their respective forms with detailed information to enable customers understand
about the products and order these products online for fast, easy and timely delivery. They offer
advice along with professional help to customers. Exclusive sandstone suppliers take care of
sandstone needs for the exteriors.
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MPG Stone - About Author:
Largest manufacturers and Natural Stone Suppliers, MPG Stone is the well known name as a
Natural Stones and marble Supplier, We offer complete range of natural stones like slate, Ledge
Stone, marble stone & granite and has great variety of natural stone flooring tile, a Mosaic Stone
Tiles etc. For more articles and info on natural stones please visit our website www.mpgstone.com
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